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ABSTRACT
Abebe, Daniel Ghirmay. MS. The University of Memphis. May 2012. Controlled
Thermo-Responsive Hydrogels By Stereocomplexed PLA-PEG-PLA Consisting Of
Unique Micelle Structures of Mixed Size Copolymers. Major Professor Tomoko Fujiwara,
Ph.D.
Synthetic polymers have found wide spread application in the biomedical and
biotechnology fields. Advances in synthetic protocols and polymer processing have made
it possible to design and construct a wide variety of materials. For a successful
biomedical application, a material’s design concept needs to address the issues of
biocompatibility, biodegradability as well as physicochemical properties. A new class of
hydrogels was introduced in the last decade which incorporated the biodegradable
polymer poly (lactide). These hydrogels were formed by physical cross-linking thereby
avoiding the use of toxic chemical cross-linking molecules. The driving force for gelation
is the formation of stereocomplexed crystals of two polymers with opposite chirality.
Furthermore these hydrogels exhibited thermo-responsive behavior with a solutiongelation transition occurring around body temperature, making them practical as
injectable drug delivery systems. However, the applicability of these systems was limited
due to the low mechanical strength of the resulting hydrogels. The specific goal of this
research is to improve on the mechanical properties of these systems for feasible
application as thermo-responsive injectable hydrogels. The mechanical properties of
these hydrogels were dramatically improved by synthesizing block copolymers that
preferentially formed stereocomplexed crystals. Furthermore formation of unique
micelles composed of block copolymer of different length lead to robust hydrogels with
controllable properties.
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PREFACE
The main body of this thesis is written based on a journal article entitled, “WellControlled Thermo-Responsive and Robust Hydrogels by Stereocomplexed PLA-PEGPLA Derived from Unique Micelle Structures of Pre-Mixed Copolymers with Different
Block Length” This manuscript has been submitted to the journal Biomacromolecules.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 POLY (LACTIDE)
Poly (lactide) (PLA) is a thermoplastic polymer exhibiting exceptional
mechanical strength and high modulus. PLA has several advantages which have
increased its popularity in the last few decades. PLA is derived entirely from renewable
resources such as corn, wheat or rice and is biocompatible, biodegradable, recyclable and
compostable1. It can be engineered by variety of processing methods with less energy
consumption than other petroleum-based polymers2. PLA has found application in
industry as a packaging material as well as in the medical device market due to the
reasons described above3. PLA is polymerized from the cyclic lactate dimer (lactide) of
which three stereoisomers exist; L-lactide (L-LA), D-lactide (D-LA) and meso-lactide
(DL-LA). PLA derived from either L-LA (PLLA) or D-LA (PDLA) is a semi-crystalline
polymer with a glass transition temperature of about 55°C and melting temperature
between 174-184°C; however PLA containing the DL-LA (PD,LLA) monomer is
amorphous. Besides the homo-crystallites of PLLA or PDLA, a new crystallite is formed
by blending of PLLA and PDLA known as a stereocomplex. The stereocomplex
crystallite shows ~50°C higher melting point than the homo-crystallites and is insoluble
in most solvents4. This stereocomplex crystal has been widely investigated and its
emerging application in the biomedical field is quite interesting.
1.1.1 Synthesis. Poly(lactide) are prepared by several methods. Polycondensation of
lactic acid can be carried out with the aid of a transesterification catalyst, high
temperature and removal of water (by-product). Although this method is simple and
inexpensive, control over molecular weight, distribution, and end-group of the resulting
polymer was not possible. In addition, controlled copolymerization with other monomers
1

proved to be difficult. Hence, this low molecular weight poly(lactide) is further heated
and depolymerized to yield cyclic lactate dimer, lactide. The cyclic lactate dimer
undergoes ring-opening polymerization (ROP) for the production of PLA with well
controlled molecular weight, desired end-group, and narrow size distribution.
Furthermore this method can be readily used for controlled copolymerization with other
monomers. Recent advances in the field of catalysis have allowed for the development of
a direct polycondensation method of lactic acid and allows for the production of high
molecular weight PLA.

Figure 1.1: Polymerization methods for Poly(lactide) production

The ROP of the lactide monomer can be accomplished by following four methods,
(i) cationic polymerization, (ii) anionic polymeirztion, (iii) coordination-insertion
mechanism and (iv) enzymatic polymerization3. The coordination-insertion mechanism is
the most commonly utilized method for PLA production and utilizes a metal catalyst.
Although several metals have been investigated such as zinc (II) and titanium (IV), the
2

organometallic tin (II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)2) is the most widely used catalyst due
to its higher reaction rates, its solubility in the reaction melt and allows for high
molecular weight synthesis. The complete mechanism of the Sn(Oct)2 catalyzed ROP of
lactide is not fully understood. However molecular modeling suggest a coordinationinsertion mechanism where the octoate ligands are exchanged with the initiator (usually
an alcohol) followed by coordination of lactide monomer to the metal center. The lactide
ring is subsequently opened by insertion of the alcohol leading to a linear monomer. This
initiation step is followed by the propagation step after the coordination and insertion of
subsequent monomers to build up the polymer chain until the termination step. One major
drawbacks of the Sn(Oct)2 catalyst is the incorporation of the toxic tin metal into the
polymer chain; for the biomedical application this toxicity issue needs to be addressed.
Other organometallic and organic catalysts have been widely investigated for PLA
synthesis with primary focus on stereo-homogeneity control, decrease in toxicity, and
kinetic resolution5,6.
1.1.2 Stereochemistry. The lactide monomers used for ROP of Poly (lactide) are derived
from lactic acid which has two different optically active stereoisomeric forms. Therefore,
the lactide monomers exist in three different forms. The enantiomers L (-)-lactide (S,S),
and D (+)-lactide (R,R) are optically active with counterclockwise and clockwise rotation
of the plane of polarized light respectively. The third optically inactive form is the mesolactide (R,S)7.
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Figure-1.2: Stereo-isomers of lactide

The stereo-selective ROP of lactide allows the formation of well-controlled and
stereo-regular polymers with retention of stereochemistry. PLA resulting from either Llactide (L-LA) or D-lactide (D-LA) have repeating units with identical stereo-centers
such as (RRRRRR) or (SSSSSS) is said to have an isotactic sequences. Repeating units
with alternating sequences such as (RSRSRSRSRS) or (RRSSRRSS) lead to the
syndiotactic and heterotactic sequences respectively. The random distribution of the
chiral centers in the polymer backbone such as (RSSRSRSSR) leads to the atactic
sequences formation. Crystallization is highly influenced by the stereoregularity of the
polymer backbone, for instance PLA with isotactic sequences is semi-crystalline while
the atactic sequences leads to amorphous PLA5,6.

Figure-1.3: Stereo-isomers of Poly(lactide)
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1.1.3 Crystal Structure. The enantiomers poly (L-lactide) (PLLA) and poly (D-lactide)
(PDLA) are crystalline polymers with opposite stereochemistry. The homo-polymer of
PLLA or PDLA exist within the crystal structure as a polymeric helix with an
orthorhombic or pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell with a 103 helical conformation (α-form)
with dimensions a = 1.070 nm, b = 0.614 nm, and c = 2.78 nm. The glass transition
temperature (Tg) and melting temperature (Tm) of PLLA or PDLA are about 57°C and
180°C respectively with crystal density of 1.290 g/cm38. Subsequently PLLA and PDLA
can crystallize together to form a stereocomplexed crystal. The alternate packing of the
opposite absolute configuration of PLLA and PDLA (left and right-handed respectively)
results in a crystal structure with of 31 helical conformation with dimensions a = 0.916nm,
b = 0.916nm and c = 0.87nm. The stereocomplex crystal has a tighter packing leading to
favorable nonbonding interaction (van der Waals) that contribute to the higher crystalline
melting point and decreased solubility. The stereocomplex of PLLA and PDLA has a
melting temperature (Tm) of 230°C, which is 50°C higher than the homopolymer Tm of
either PLLA or PDLA individually4,9,10.

5

Figure-1.4: (a) crystal structure of PLLA and PDLA homopolymers. (b) crystal structure
of streocomplex crystal formed from PLLA and PDLA blend.

1.1.4 Biological Properties. Degradation of poly (lactide) is dependent on several factors,
such as molecular weight, crystallinity, purity, temperature, pH, presence of terminal
carboxyl or hydroxyl groups, water permeability and additives11. Although thermal
(pyrolysis) decomposition is a popular method in polymer degradation (recycling), for
biological systems, enzymatic hydrolysis should be of a particular importance.
Amorphous and semi-crystalline PLA materials show varying degradation pathways and
rates.
Amorphous PLA (i.e. PDLLA) undergoes hydrolytic degradation by uptake of
water followed by hydrolysis of ester bonds. The initial hydrolysis of the ester bonds
occurs homogeneously on the surface and core of the material. Hydrolysis is further
6

escalated by the increasing number of carboxylic acid chains produced and formation of
soluble oligomers. Surface-generated oligomers are able to diffuse away to the
surrounding

medium,

whereas

core-generated

oligomers

remain

trapped

and

consequently lower the pH accelerating the degradation of the core compared to the
surface.
Alternatively semi-crystalline PLA (i.e. PLLA or PDLA) undergo initial
hydrolytic degradation at the amorphous regions by random hydrolysis of ester bonds.
Hydrolysis of the crystalline regions then precedes beginning from the edge towards the
center of the crystalline domains. Hydrolytic degradation is interrupted in the presence of
stereocomplexed regions; stereocomplex has been shown to be relatively resistant to
hydrolysis12,13.
1.2 BLOCK COPOLYMERS
A block copolymer consists of multiple sequences or blocks of two or more
different monomers which are covalently bound to each other. In the simplest form, two
distinct monomers such as A and B can be arranged to give a linear diblock (AB),
triblock (ABA), pentablock (ABABA), multiblock (AB)n and star diblocks (AB)nX. The
incorporation of other monomers expands the sequences and lead to more arrangements14.
Block copolymers exhibit different and improved properties than the individual
polymers alone; one such property is their ability to self-assemble. Self-assembling
materials are known to possess unique properties which afford precise control to their
properties and can be tailored for many applications15. Block copolymers are the preeminent self-assembling materials for several reasons. The large dimensions of the
microstructures allow for precise control of properties over the length scale, which ranges
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between 5-50nm. Phase separation with controlled morphologies can be prepared by
simple control over volume ratio of the block copolymer compositions. The properties of
the different domains can be tailored to the specific application by introducing the proper
monomer during synthesis. Block copolymers maintain the advantageous properties of
traditional polymeric materials, such as flexibility, toughness, low density, and cost
effectiveness. Finally, theoretical approaches for quantitative prediction of the
equilibrium phase separation structures for block copolymers using the highly developed
self-consistent mean-field (SCMF) theory are straightforward and provide accurate
calculations14.

Block

copolymers

comprising

of

poly

(lactide)

and

other

biocompatible/biodegradable polymers have been widely investigated for the biomedical
application.
1.2.1 Poly (lactide-co-glycolide). The block copolymer, poly (lactide-co-glycolide)
(PLGA) is an FDA approved hydrophobic polyester which undergoes biodegradation by
enzymes or hydrolysis under physiological conditions and has been widely investigated
for drug delivery and tissue engineering applications. PLGA is synthesized by ROP of
lactide and glycolide monomers in a random fashion to yield an amorphous polymer16.
PLGA derived scaffolds infused with bioactive molecules have been successfully used
for bone regeneration and tissue engineering. PLGA has better processing properties than
semi-crystalline poly (lactide) or poly (glycolide) and retains the biodegradability thus it
is readily replaced by newly formed bone or tissue17.
PLGA nanoparticles (NPs) have been used for delivery of anticancer drugs such
as paclitaxel, docetaxel and doxorubicin. PLGA NPs can safely encapsulate hydrophobic
drug in the core and transport to the intended target, circumventing poor aqueous
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solubility, reducing side-effects and increasing efficiency of the drug18. However, the
hydrophobicity of these drug-loaded NPs lead to facile phagocyte detection as a foreign
particle and uptake by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) resulting in clearing
from the system. This leads to short residence time in circulation of the drug-loaded NPs
and decrease in drug efficiency in vivo19. One approach to overcome this limitation is the
incorporation of a hydrophilic segment for formation of amphiphilic block copolymers.
1.2.2 Poly (lactide)-block-Poly (ethylene glycol). Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) is
neutral, hydrophilic and biocompatible polymer which has FDA approval for clinical use.
The incorporation of PEG to PLA is a simple method conventionally done by the ROP of
lactide monomer with PEG as the macroinitiator. Commonly employed architectures are
linear diblock (mPEG-b-PLA), triblock (PLA-b-PEG-b-PLA or PEG-b-PLA-b-PEG), star
(PEG/star-b-PLA) and hyperbranched (PEG-g-PLA) 20-22.
Amphiphilic block copolymers composed of PLA and PEG self-assemble to form
a micelle in aqueous medium. The hydrophobic PLA aggregates in the micelle core
surrounded by the hydrophilic PEG, which stabilize and solubilize the micelle. The
presence of the hydrophilic PEG domain prolongs blood circulation of these NPs
dramatically by delaying/preventing opsonization. Opsonization is the process by which a
foreign organism or particle is made visible to the phagocytic cells by the absorption of
opsonin proteins. Steric repulsion forces between PEG and absorbing proteins on the
particle surface is the leading theory for PEG’s resistance to opsonization23.
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Nanoparticles surface can be further modified for bioconjugation with targeting
molecules for improved uptake. The drawback to PLA-PEG block copolymers is the lack
of functional groups for bioconjugation modification. However clever synthetic protocols
have been utilized to assemble NPs with functional groups using bi-functional PEG24.
1.2.3 Poly (lactide)-block-Polypeptides. Polypeptides are another class of hydrophilic
polymers that can be incorporated with PLA to form block copolymers. Synthetic poly
(α-amino) or poly (β-amino) acids are biocompatible and partially biodegradable
polymers which undergo ROP from their N-carboxyanhydrides (NCA) derivatives. The
four most commonly employed α-amino acids are cysteine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid
and lysine19,25.
Several synthetic protocols have been introduced for incorporation of these
polypeptides with PLA. Amine-terminated PLA was used as the macroinitiator for ROP
of β-benzyl-L-aspartate NCA (BLA-NCA) to yield PLA-b-P(Asp NCA) and subsequent
hydrolysis of protective side groups to yield the diblock copolymer PLA-b-PAsp with
pendant carboxylic acid groups26. Other block copolymers of PLA incorporating poly(Lglutamic acid), poly (L-lysine) and poly(L-cysteine) with/without an adjoining PEG
block have been reported27,28,29.
Alternatively coupling reaction between PLA and polypeptides have been
investigated and reported. Amine terminated poly (L-glutamic acid) was coupled to a
carboxylic acid terminated PLGA in the presence of 1-ethyl-(3-dimethylaminoproyl)
carbodiimide (EDC)30. In other work, hydroxyl terminated PLA was coupled to amine
terminated PGlu using N,N’-carbonyldiimidazle (CDI) as the coupling reagent31. PLA-bpolypeptides block copolymers have pendant reactive functional groups, such as COOH
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and NH2 that can be used for bioconjugation with targeting molecules such as RGD or for
imaging with fluorophores.
1.3 HYDROGELS
Hydrogels are defined as polymeric networks that absorb large quantities of water
while remaining insoluble in aqueous solutions due to chemical or physical crosslinking
of individual polymer chains. There are many different types of hydrogels with
applications in numerous fields, such as soft contact lenses, pills/capsules, bio adhesive
carriers, implant coatings, transdermal drug delivery, electrophoresis gels, wound healing,
chromatographic packing material, cell culture, tissue engineering and medical
sensing32,33. Applications such as contact lenses have found tremendous success, while
others are still at the developing stages. There have been noticeable advances in the
application of hydrogels as biomedical materials.
Physically cross linked hydrogels are particularly attractive as biomaterials
because of their biocompatibility and absence of toxic chemicals typically required in
chemical cross-linking. Environmentally sensitive polymers can physically cross-link
through

hydrophobic

interactions,

charge

condensation,

hydrogen

bonding,

stereocomplexation, or supramolecular chemistry34. Temperature and pH are the two
most commonly employed environmental stimuli for physically cross-linked hydrogels.
Physically cross-linked hydrogels often lack the mechanical strength of their chemically
cross-linked counterparts due to the weak and reversible interactions. Stereocomplexaton
of polymeric chains with opposite chirality is an attractive approach towards
mechanically strong hydrogels without using chemical cross-linkers35.
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Temperature responsive physically cross-linked hydrogels can be assembled from
hydrophilic polymers with hydrophobic components attached as side groups or as block
copolymers. These polymers are soluble in water at low temperatures given that the
hydrophobic groups and the total polymer molecular weight remain small. Increase in
temperature induces aggregation of the hydrophobic groups in order to minimize contact
with water molecules. The aggregation of the hydrophobic segments leads to chain
entanglement and causes gelation. The point at which gelation occur known as LCST
(lower critical solution temperature) can be regulated by adjusting the composition of the
hydrophilic/hydrophobic components. These systems exhibit a sol-gel phase transition
also known as reverse thermal gelation. Permanent hydrogels prepared by covalent crosslinking of these polymers show shrinking-swelling behaviors due to hydrophobic
interaction in response to increase in temperature32. Some common polymers used for
this application are; triblock copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO), Poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), block
copolymers consisting of poly(ethylene oxide) and polyesters such as poly(caprolactone)
(PCL), poly(lactide-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), and poly(lactide) (PLA).
pH responsive physically cross-linked hydrogels can be assembled from polymers
consisting of ionizable functional groups (polyelectrolytes) that can form anions or
cations upon deprotonation or protonation The common ionizable groups used are
carboxylic and sulfonic acids for anions and ammonium salts for cations. Polyelectrolyes
bearing opposite charges exhibit sol-gel phase transition due to chain entanglement
induced by charge interaction. Alternatively permanent polyelectrolyte hydrogels can
undergo shrinking-swelling behavior due to electrostatic repulsion between charged
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groups. In their unionized form the functional groups are mainly hydrogen bonding to
water molecules and each other. However upon pH change and ionization occurs, the
electrostatic repulsion between the charged groups leads to swelling32,33.
Stereocomplexed physically cross-linked hydrogels can be assembled from
polymers with opposite chirality. The formation of a stereocomplexed crystal of two
enantiomeric polymers usually leads to new properties such as higher melting point and
decreased solvent solubility compared to the homopolymer crystal35. Two common
examples of stereocomplex forming polymers are poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
and poly (lactide) (PLA).
Stereocomplexed hydrogel from PLA have attracted much attention in the last
decade due to the biodegradability and biocompatibility of PLA and its block copolymers.
Hydrogel formation from stereocomplexation of PLLA and PDLA oligomers grafted onto
hydroexyethylmethacryalte P(HEMA) was first mentioned in 200036. The following year
hydrogels prepared from dextran-graft-oligo (LA) were reported37,38. Linear triblock
copolymers of PLA-PEG-PLA were shown to self-assemble into micelles and undergo a
solution-gel transition for hydrogel formation in response to temperature. In addition to
linear PLA-PEG-PLA copolymer, PEG/star-block-PLA copolymers were also used for
hydrogel formation39. To increase mechanical strength chemical cross-linkers (photoreactive

methacryalte

groups)

were

incorporated

to

the

PEG/star-block-PLA

copolymers40. The resulting stereocomplexed hydrogels were further stabilized by UVpolymerization and showed higher storage modulus and decreased degradation rate.
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1.4 MOTIVATION
Stimuli responsive injectable hydrogels have received considerable attention as
biomedical materials due to their versatility. Injectable hydrogels undergo a
transformation from a solution to a gel state in the body due to an environmental stimulus.
In the solution state molecules of interests (e.g drugs, cells, biomolecules, and proteins)
can be incorporated and injected to the site of interest without the need for surgical
procedure. The rapid gelation of the solution in situ resulting in a hydrogel provides a
depot for the incorporated bioactive molecules. The sol-gel transition would be reversible
or irreversible depending on the manner of crosslinking and be caused by a range of
stimuli such as temperature, stress, pH, chemicals and light.
Temperature responsive injectable hydrogels are attractive in that the wellcontrolled physiological temperature is the stimuli employed. Therefore incorporation of
reactive groups sensitive to chemicals, change in pH or light is unnecessary. Hence these
types of hydrogels offer feasible, safe and simple implantable biomaterials. Thermoresponsive injectable hydrogels driven solely by the stereocomplexation of Poly (lactic
acid) (PLA) a biodegradable synthetic polymer in conjunction with Poly (ethylene glycol)
(PEG) a biocompatible polymer was first reported by Fujiwara et al. in 2001. Aqueous
micelle solutions of these copolymers exhibited a sol-gel phase transition at ~37°C. The
increase in temperature encourages micelle-micelle interaction and leads to selforganization of the micelles. The micelle-micelle interaction is accompanied by poly
(lactic acid) segments exchange between the micelles. Crystallization of the poly (lactic
acid) segments leads to physical crosslinking, which in turn leads to network formation
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and gelation.

The application of this hydrogel system as an implant material was

however undermined by its weak mechanical strength (low storage modulus).
This work discusses the improvement to the mechanical strength of the above
described thermo-responsive injectable hydrogels by modification of molecular weight
and micelle formation. Unique micellar structures composed of two block copolymers
with different molecular weight exhibited controllable sol-to-gel transitions at wide
temperature range between 4 and 80°C. Along with its thermo-responsive property the
resulting gel gave storage modulus significantly higher than previously reported. The
mechanism of gel formation was confirmed experimentally to occur by the selforganization of micelles followed by crystal formation in response to temperature
changes as elucidated by Fujiwara et al. in 2001. Thus the simplicity, feasibility and
safety of this system were maintained while increasing its mechanical property. This
thesis describes the synthesis and characterization of PLA-PEG-PLA block copolymers.
Furthermore the preparation and characterization of micellar nanoparticles from these
block copolymers and the resulting hydrogels will also be discussed.

15

Chapter 2
Robust Hydrogels from Stereocomplexed PLA-PEG-PLA block copolymers
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Thermo-responsive biodegradable hydrogels have been actively studied for drug
delivery systems and temporary implants.1-4 Generally, poly(lactide) (PLA) or
poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) is copolymerized with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to
obtain amphiphilic micelles in aqueous solution, which transform into a hydrogel due to
physical crosslink by swelling, hydration, and self-assembly of polymers responding to
temperature. Kim and Lee have developed injectable microparticles for DDS from
various AB and BAB type block copolymers from PLLA and PEG, or PLGA and PEG.5,6
The sol/gel phase diagrams of those reported gels are highly complicated, thus many
factors must be adjusted to find the useful hydrogel at right temperature.
Sol-gel transition behavior and mechanical properties of hydrogels are
particularly important to apply for clinical use. The block length and type7 and the
crystallinity8 of PLA-PEG copolymers were systematically studied by mixing ABA type
and AB type copolymers or mixing crystalline PLLA-PEG and amorphous PDLLA-PEG
copolymer systems. There are several techniques used for photo-crosslinking hydrogels
of PLA-PEG block copolymer systems. For example, methacrylate capped triblock
copolymer MA-PLLA-PEG-PLLA-MA and its’ degradation properties were studied, and
reported that the degradability of this high modulus gel can be controlled by tailoring the
composition.9,10
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The use of stereocomplexation of PLLA and PDLA was applied earlier to form
hydrogels

using

p(HEMA)-graft-oligo(lactide)11

and

dextran-graft-oligo(lactide)

systems.12,13 While, this stereocomplex mechanism was first introduced to specifically
prepare the thermo-sensitive hydrogels from triblock copolymers, PLA-PEG-PLA by
Fujiwara and Kimura in 2001.14 Aqueous micelle solutions from enantiomeric triblock
copolymers with particular molecular weight, PLLA-PEG-PLLA (1300-4600-1300) and
PDLA-PEG-PDLA (1100-4600-1100) exhibited sol-to-gel transition between 25 and
37°C, which was considered as a promising injectable hydrogel. The mechanism of this
gelation was believed to occur as interaction of micelles by exchange of PLA blocks in
the micelle core and formation of stereocomplexation between PLLA and PDLA blocks.
This PLA-PEG-PLA stereocomplex hydrogel, however, showed relatively low storage
modulus (ca. 1,000 Pa), and thus was insufficient for many applications as injectable
implant material.
There have been a few reports using similar materials for this hydrogel system.
Vert et al. have obtained hydrogels from increased molecular weights of PLA-PEG-PLA
triblock copolymers, but have not observed thermo-sensitive sol-to-gel transition.15
Furthermore, graft polymers16 and star-block copolymers by enantiomeric PLA are
synthesized,17,18 and used with chemical crosslinking for gelation process to obtain more
robust gels.19,20 Despite many studies, there was no report for mechanically strong and
controllable thermo-responsive hydrogels driven by solely stereocomplaxation of PLAs.
As hydrogels from enantiomeric PLA-b-PEG are promising safe biomaterials without use
of any other materials or chemical crosslinking, improvement of physical properties and
deployable gelation behaviors are crucial.
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The micelle formation mechanisms and the properties of hybrid micelles
comprising more than two different block copolymers have been reported. For example,
Munk discussed thermodynamic stability of hybrid micelles which are depending on
many factors such as core block sizes, total MW, medium, hydrophilic-lipophilic balance,
and interaction parameter of two blocks.21 Chaibundit studied mixture of two different
corona block size of PluronicTM (PEG-PPG-PEG) to form co-micelles and further
hydrogels.22 To obtain novel properties and functions, designing hybrid micelles from
multiple components is an attractive approach.
In this paper we report the improved injectable hydrogels by preparing unique
hybrid micelles from two different sizes of PLA-PEG-PLA triblock copolymers. These
‘pre-mixed copolymer micelles’ exhibit noticeably different properties from ordinary
micelles, and controllable sol-to-gel transitions at wide temperature range between 4 and
80°C. The gelation mechanism and physical properties of those new systems are
investigated.
2.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Materials. The monomers, L-lactide and D-lactide with the trademarked names
of PURASORB L and PURASORB D, respectively, were purchased from Purac
Biochem (Netherlands). Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) with a number average molecular
weight (Mn) of 2000 Da (PEG-2000) and 3350 Da (PEG-3350), toluene (extra dry), and
tin (II) 2-ethylhexanoate (SnOct2) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
The monomers, L-lactide and D-lactide were purified by recrystallization from toluene,
dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature for 48hrs, and stored at -20°C under N2
environment before use. The macroinitiator PEG was lyophilized from benzene and
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stored at -20°C under N2 atmosphere before use. Dichloromethane (DCM), and
tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purified using Vacuum Atmosphere Solvent Distillation
System. All other reagents were used as received.
Synthesis of Poly(L-lactide)-Poly(ethylene glycol)-Poly(Lactide). The ABAtype triblock copolymers of PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA were prepared by
the ordinary ring-opening polymerization of L-lactide and D-lactide respectively in the
presence of PEG-diol by the catalysis of Sn(Oct)2 (5 mol% relative to each hydroxyl
group of PEG). The typical bulk polymerization was carried out as follows: PEG-2000
(5g, 2.5 mmol) and L-lactide (4g, 28 mmol) were placed in a reaction flask, equipped
with a reflux condenser, stir bar and addition funnel. The reaction flask was sealed and
evacuated to remove moisture, then converted to N2 gas. The catalyst Sn(Oct)2 (0.1g.
0.25 mmol) at a 0.1g/mL Toluene solution was added to the reaction mixture after
homogenizing the reactant at 100°C for 1hr. The reaction temperature was raised to
120°C and allowed to react overnight. The reaction mixture was cooled to room
temperature, the mixture solidified to a cloudy solid at room temperature. The solid was
dissolved in dichloromethane (50 mL) to give a slightly cloudy solution and added
dropwise into 1:1 diethyl ether/hexane (500 mL) to precipitate the product. The product
was recovered by vacuum filtration and dried in vacuo at 60oC for 24 hrs.
The average molecular weight (Mn) and PLA/PEG block ratio were calculated
from the 1HNMR spectra obtained in CDCl3. The chemical shifts are assigned as follows:
δ 1.56-1.6 (d, CHCH3), δ 3.6-3.7 (m, OCH2CH2), δ 4.2-4.3 (m, COOCH2 for the
oxymethylene connecting with lactate repeating units), δ 4.3-4.4 (m, CHOH, end group
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CH of the lactate repeating units) and δ 5.1-5.2 (q, CHCH3, of lactate repeating units) and
1

HNMR spectrum and structure are shown in figure 2.1.

b
e

a

c

d

b
a

c

d+e

Figure 2.1: 1HNMR spectrum of PLLA-PEG-PLLA triblock copolymer

Micelle and Hydrogel Preparation. Figure 2.2 describes the micelle and
hydrogel formation procedure. The micelle solutions of PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLAPEG-PDLA triblock copolymers were separately prepared. As depicted in the schematic,
the copolymer was dissolved in THF, a water miscible solvent. Each of the transparent
polymer/THF solution was then added dropwise into deionized water with ultrasonic
wave applied at ~4°C to obtain a suspension.
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Figure 2.2. Micelle and hydrogel preparation procedure,(a) homo-copolymer (b) premixed copolymer micelles.

THF is evaporated from the suspension under reduced pressure at 10°C to obtain
an aqueous micelle solution. Figure 2.2(a) shows the single copolymer micelle
preparation procedure. Alternatively the ‘pre-mixed copolymer micelle’ preparation
procedure is depicted in Figure 2.2(b); the copolymers composed of same PLA stereoisomer (e.g PLLA) but different PEG sizes (MW: 800-2000-800 + 800-3350-800) were
combined and dissolved in THF to give a homogenous solution.

This is the only

difference in otherwise identical procedure as described above. Micelle concentrations
ranging from 0.01-20% were prepared for characterization and hydrogel studies.
Controlled hydrogel formation is achieved by blending equal volumes of the
PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA micelles. Micelle solution of PLLA-PEGPLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA were equilibrated at 4°C using an ice bath initially. To an
empty scintillation vial immersed in 4°C ultrasonic bath, equal volume of each micelle
solution was added followed by gentle ultrasonic agitation. The mixture is allowed to
sonicate at 4°C for 30 minutes or until a homogeneous solution is obtained. The vial is
then transferred to a temperature controlled circulating water bath and the temperature of
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the bath is gradually ramped from 4°C to 80°C with 1 hr hold at each temperature
interval. The vials were sealed with a screw cap to prevent water evaporation. The
physical state of the mixture was reported at each temperature interval by tilting the vial.
If the mixture flowed then it was reported as a solution, and if it did not flow for at least 8
seconds it was reported as a gel. The results are then plotted as phase diagrams to
illustrate the sol-gel transition temperatures.
Instrumentation. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H NMR) was used to
characterize all copolymers in CDCl3 at room temperature on a FT-NMR-Joel GSX-270
MHz. Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) was performed on a Shimadzu LC-20AD
with two Jordi DVB 500Å (250 x 10 mm) columns calibrated with polystyrene standard
at 35°C. The flow rate was 1.0 mL/min with THF as the mobile phase. Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a NETZSCH DSC 200 PC Phox
Polymers as synthesized were first heated to 190°C (PLLA-PEG-PLLA) or to 240°C (1:1
blend of PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA) at the rate of 20°C/min, cooled to 50°C at the cooling rate of 100°C/min, and then re-heated (2nd scan) from -50 to 190
(PLLA-PEG-PLLA) or 240°C (1:1 blend of PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA)
at the rate of 10°C/min. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was used to measure a micelle
size on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 at 1, 0.1 and 0.01% concentrations at room
temperature in triplicates. Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXS) was performed on a
Bruker AXS D8 Advance X-Ray Diffractometer for lyophilized powder samples. The
instrument was operated at 40kV and 40mA and sample scanned in the 2θ range of 5-40°.
Rheology measurement was performed on a TA AR 550 Rheometer using a cone and
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plate geometry with a 4° cone, 40mm diameter plate and 61 mm gap. Frequency sweep
was performed from 0.01-40 Hz at 37°C.
2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PLA-PEG-PLA Block Copolymers. Based on the molecular weight of
previously reported triblock copolymers, PLA-PEG-PLA (e.g., 1100-4600-1100),14
several groups examined a series of larger sized copolymers.15 We also have prepared
larger triblock copolymers using PEG (MW: 10000) as an initiator, e.g., PLLA-PEGPLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA (1300-10000-1300, 2500-10000-2500, etc). Similarly to
other attempts, a ‘temperature-responsive hydrogel’ by self-organized PLA
stereocomplexation mechanism was not observed, although gels were formed more easily
by using mixture of enantiomeric copolymer micelles than from single homopolymer
micelles at same concentration. In this study, relatively low molecular weight copolymers
with both short PLA and PEG blocks were designed. The triblock copolymers were
obtained by the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of L- or D-lactide from PEG (MW:
2000 and 3350) macroinitiator at 120°C in the presence of Sn(Oct)2. Table 2.1 gives a
summary of the block copolymers used for this study; Mn, Mw, and polydispersity index
were calculated from GPC (polystyrene conversion) and 1H NMR. Narrow polydispersity
was obtained for all block copolymers.
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Table 2.1. Molecular weight and polydispersity of PLA-PEG-PLA block copolymers
ID

Block Copolymer

(block MW)

Theoretical
MW(g/mol)

Mn

Mn

(NMR)

(GPC)

Mw (GPC)

PDI

L7E45L7

PLLA-PEG-PLLA

(500-2000-500)

3000

2870

2500

2676

1.07

D7E45D7

PDLA-PEG-PDLA

(500-2000-500)

3000

2854

2466

2676

1.08

L11E45L11

PLLA-PEG-PLLA

(800-2000-800)

3600

3611

3695

4133

1.11

D11E45D11

PDLA-PEG-PDLA

(800-2000-800)

3600

3616

4023

4653

1.15

L11E76L11

PLLA-PEG-PLLA

(800-3350-800)

4950

4963

5812

6634

1.14

D11E76D11

PDLA-PEG-PDLA

(800-3350-800)

4950

4949

5883

6549

1.11
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Table 2.2 Thermal properties of PLA-PEG-PLA block copolymers by DSC (2nd scan)*a
ID (wt%)
Tm
Tm
Tm (scΔHm
ΔHm (scXc
Xc (sc(PEG)

(°C)

(PLLA)\

(°C)

PLA)

(PLLA)

PLA)

b
(PLLA)

PLA)

(°C)

(J/g)

(J/g)

(%)

(%)

L7E45L7

37

ndc

-

0

-

0

-

L11E45L11

33

nd

-

0

-

0

-

L11E76L11

45

117

-

0.8

-

0.6

-

nd

nd

0

0

0

0

D7E45D7 35-50d

b

L7E45L7
(50:50)

+

L11E45L11
(50:50)

+

D11E45D11

31

nd

132

0

3.1

0

2.1

L11E76L11
(50:50)

+

D11E76D11

47

nd

156

0

7.9

0

5.4

a

all data shown are detected at the second scan from -50 to 190 (LEL) or to 240°C (stereo-blend) at the heating rate
10°C/min.
b
crystallinities of homo and stereocomplex crystals were calculated using reported ΔHm for the crystals having an
infinite thickness, ΔHm(100%)= 135 J/g for PLLA26 and 146 J/g for PLA stereocomplex.25
c
nd: not detected
d
multiple peaks observed
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Thermal properties of synthesized copolymers were examined by DSC. Table 2.2
lists melting temperatures and enthalpies of crystals formed via second scan at the
heating rate of 10°C/min. Melting points (Tm) of the imperfect crystals from these short
PLA blocks displayed at much lower temperatures compared to the Tm of typical high
molecular weight homopolymers, PLLA (160-170°C) and stereocomplex PLA crystal
(220-230°C). From the first scan of as-synthesized and vacuum-dried copolymers, for
example, L11E45L11 and L11E76L11, broad melting peak of PLLA was clearly detected at
the range of 106-110°C with crystallinities ca. 2-4 % (data not shown). Given the short
PLA blocks with unit repeating number 7 or 11, crystallization process from the meltquench state (second scan) was slow, and all copolymers showed none or low PLA
crystallinities. de Jong et al.23,24 prepared nonblended and equimolarly blended PLA
ologomers, and found that PLLA or PDLA were crystallizable for repeating monomer
unit above 11, while an equimolar mixture formed stereocomplex crystallites for unit
number above 7, meaning high stability of the stereocomplex crystallites compared with
that of homo-crystallites. DSC data of the block copolymers in our studies showed
consistent results as short PLLA copolymer (L7E45L7) did not form crystals, and
L11E45L11 crystallized very slowly; whereas, stereocomplex formation was favored as
crystallinity of blend polymers was higher than crystallinity of corresponding PLLA
copolymer, based on enthalpies of crystal melting calculated using theoretical values.25,26
Characterization of Micelles. Flower-type micelles with a spherical
morphology are expected to generate from PLA-PEG-PLA block copolymers. The
hydrophobic PLA segments associate in the micelle core surrounded by the hydrophilic
PEG segments in aqueous medium. The three types of micelle structures particularly
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focused on the hydrogel studies are illustrated in Figure 2.3. Among copolymers with
constant length of PLA blocks (800), the shorter PEG copolymer (L11E45L11 or
D11E45D11) and the longer PEG copolymer (L11E76L11 or D11E76D11) form different
micelles which are abbreviated as (Mshort) and (Mlong), respectively. The third micelle
(Mmix) in Figure 2 was prepared by the pre-mixture of shorter and longer PEG
copolymers (i.e., L11E45L11+ L11E76L11 or D11E45D11+ D11E76D11). As Figure 2.3 depicts,
the ‘pre-mixed copolymer micelle’ (Mmix) is considered to be co-associated by both sizes
of copolymers. Co-micellization of two block copolymers has been studied by several
researchers.21,22,27 Munk discussed thermodynamic stability of hybrid micelles with di
and triblock copolymers, which are depending on many factors such as core block sizes,
total MW, medium, hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB), interaction parameter of two
block, etc.21 Some combination prevent hybridization particularly at low core stability,
and some form uniform hybrid micelles. In such a situation, the solvent phase that is
saturated by both unimers, may become supersaturated with respect to the hybrid
micelles and their nucleation may occur. Chang used different corona block of
copolymers with similar MW and block ratio on silicon wafer. It is a clever experiment
using AFM and pH change to demonstrate that hybrid micelles are formed by pre-mixed
copolymer method and post-mixed micelles consist of the mixture of two different
micelles.27
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Figure 2.3 Proposed micelle structures influenced by PEG block length.

For (Mshort) and (Mlong) micelles, micelle size and stability are shown to be
primarily influenced by the PEG block length. The hydrodynamic diameters of (Mshort-L)
and (Mlong-L) by DLS gave 63nm and 42 nm, respectively, as shown in Table 3. The
(Mshort-L) micelle from PLLA-PEG-PLLA with shorter PEG (800-2000-800) displayed a
larger hydrodynamic size than the (Mlong-L) micelle from the copolymer with longer
PEG (800-3350-800). The increase in PEG block length leads to smaller micelle, which
means a fewer numbers of polymers associate in the micelle core due to the large corona
volume.
The hydrodynamic diameters of (Mmix) micelles with varied copolymer ratio
measured by DLS are listed in Table 2.3. The sizes of ‘pre-mixed copolymer micelles’
were all similar sizes with indication of some aggregation samples. There was no specific
trend observed in micelle sizes, however, polydispersity of ‘mixed copolymer micelles’
were slightly wider than single polymer micelles, (Mshort) and (Mlong). The similar
average sizes and DLS curves obtained for the mixtures (Mmix) indicate comicellization
of the two copolymers. Chaibundit et.al, reported the micelle properties and gelation
behavior of mixed copolymer micelles of PluronicTM (PEG-PPG-PEG) with two different
lengths of PEG blocks.22 Their mixed copolymer micelles with varied ratios have shown
slightly larger hydrodynamic diameters and wider polydispersity then the single
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copolymer micelles, which is consistent with results of our PLA-PEG-PLA system. The
static light scattering study of their Pluronic copolymers revealed that the association
number of ‘mixed copolymer micelles’ linearly increased as a ratio of longer corona
polymer decreases, whereas the micelle diameters for all mixed copolymer micelles were
slightly larger than both single polymer micelles. They concluded that stable
‘comicellization’ occurred for Pluronic system with constant sized micelle core blocks.
This is similar system with our “pre-mixed copolymer micelles” except these are BAB
type copolymers (as A: hydrophobic core block). For our ABA type copolymers, the size
of hydrophobic PLA is constant (800) and only length of PEG is different (2000 and
3350). It is reasonable to form hybrid micelles with stable core PLA and two sizes of
PEG corona layer for pre-mixed copolymers.
The fourth micelle system investigated but not shown in Figure 2.3 is the ‘postmixed micelles’ (Mshort + Mlong) which are prepared by simply mixing existing micelle
solutions. The response of mixed micelles however is not as unique as that of the mixed
copolymers (Mmix). These ‘mixed micelles’ behave similarly to either (Mshort) or (Mlong)
depending on the major component.
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Table 2.3. Hydrodynamic diameter of the micelles determined by DLS (0.1wt%)
Micelle ID

Copolymers (weight ratio, %)

Size (nm)

Mshort-L

L11E45L11

62.84

Polydispersity
Index
0.112

Mlong-L

L11E76L11

42.82

0.106

Mmix-L (10%)

(10%) L11E45L11 + (90%) L11E76L11

81.39

0.193

Mmix-L (20%)

(20%) L11E45L11 + (80%) L11E76L11

23.6,115.7

0.298

Mmix-L (30%)

(30%) L11E45L11 + (70%) L11E76L11

52.77

0.206

Mmix-L (40%)

(40%) L11E45L11 + (60%) L11E76L11

51.13

0.150

Mmix-L (50%)

(50%) L11E45L11 + (50%) L11E76L11

70.41

0.231

Mmix-L (60%)

(60%) L11E45L11 + (40%) L11E76L11

65.78

0.205

Mmix-L (70%)

(70%) L11E45L11 + (30%) L11E76L11

60.68

0.195

Mmix-L (80%)

(80%) L11E45L11 + (20%) L11E76L11

75.31

0.219

Mmix-L (90%)

(90%) L11E45L11 + (10%) L11E76L11

134.5

0.217

Thermo-Responsive Hydrogel Formation. Hydrogels were prepared by mixing
equal volumes of the enantiomeric micelle solutions at various polymer concentrations.
As the sol-gel transition temperature is reached, the micellar solution changes from a
solution to a gel state. This phenomenon is easily witnessed by tilling the vial.
Stereocomplexed PLA-PEG-PLA thermo-responsive hydrogels are considered to form by
physical crosslinking induced by chain exchange between micelles, which is governed by
temperature increase as illustrated in Figure 2.4.14 These hydrogels are irreversible due to
the robustness and insolubility of the PLA stereocomplex crystals formed inside micelle
cores.
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Figure 2.4. Previously proposed stereocomplexed hydrogel mechanism

The sol-gel transition temperatures for single copolymer micelle systems are
summarized in phase diagram plots in Figure 2.5. The mixture of enantiomeric micelles
comprised of short PLA blocks, L7E45L7 (MW: 500-2000-500) and D7E45D7 (MW: 5002000-500), did not form a hydrogel at any given temperature or concentration as shown
in Figure 4a. It has been known that the PLA block length must be greater than 7
repeating monomer units for successful formation of strereocomplexation between PLLA
and PDLA.28 The block copolymers represented in Figure 2.5a have slightly below 7
repeating lactate units and therefore no gelation is observed. This result agrees with DSC
data shown in Table 2.2, in which no stereocomplex formation has been detected from
the polymer blend of L7E45L7 and D7E45D7.
Figure 2.5b and 2.5c show the phase diagrams for enantiomeric mixture of the
micelle solutions from constant PLA size (MW: 800) polymers with different PEG sizes,
(Mshort-L + Mshort-D) and (Mlong-L + Mlong-D), respectively. The sol-to-gel transition
temperature for the (Mshort-L + Mshort-D) micellar solutions is as low as 4°C at polymer
concentration 8% or higher. The micellar solutions of (Mlong-L + Mlong-D) however,
showed the contrast response upon temperature treatment. These micelles were stable
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over the dehydration temperature of the PEG block which is about 60-70°C. The increase
in PEG block length from Mw of 2000 to 3350 has significant effect on micelle stability.
The stability of the micelles (Mlong) is due to their smaller hydrodynamic diameter and
longer PEG corona providing increased aqueous solubility. Consequently, exchange of
PLA blocks between micelles is suppressed by relatively thicker corona layer. It should
be noted that the controlled experiments for all types of PLLA-PEG-PLLA block
copolymer micelles (single enantiomer micelles) did not turn into gel state at any
temperatures and concentrations shown in Figure 2.5, although some solutions were
viscous at high concentrations.
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Figure 2.5. Phase diagram of the 1:1 stereo-mixtures of micelle solutions prepared
by different sized block copolymers by tilt method upon increase of temperature
for each concentration; PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA micelle
solutions, (a) MW:500-2000-500, (b) MW:800-2000-800 (Mshort-L + Mshort-D),
and (c) MW:800-3350-800 (Mlong-L + Mlong-D). Plots represent solution state
(open squares) and gel state (filled triangles).

The stereo-mixture of the ‘pre-mixed copolymer micelles’ (Mmix-L and Mmix-D)
exhibited dramatically different sol-to-gel phase transition behaviors. The sol-to-gel
phase diagram in Figure 2.6 shows a linear response in sol-gel transition temperature as a
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factor of short-PEG and long-PEG block copolymer ratio. The concentration of the
micelles was kept as 10% for this series. Most interestingly sol-gel transition around body
temperature can be achieved by simply adjusting the copolymer ratio. These mixed
copolymer micelles have physiological relevant thermo-responsive properties and can be
used as injectable thermo-sensitive hydrogels. Again, the mixed copolymer micelle
solutions from single enentiomer, Mmix-L did not exhibit any hydrogel formation at the
same given conditions.

Figure 2.6. Sol-gel transition temperature of equimolar enantiomeric blends of the premixed copolymer micelles (Mmix-L + Mmix-D). The x-axis shows the weight fraction
of the short PEG copolymer (MW:800-2000-800) in the pre-mixed copolymer micelle
(MW:800-2000-800 + 800-3350-800). The micelle solutions are maintained at 10%
concentration. Plots represent solution state (open squares) and gel state (filled
triangles).
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The SEM image of the resulting hydrogel (Mmix-L and Mmix-D) shows a porous
network that is vastly interconnected (Figure 2.7, left). From the tilt method, this mixed
copolymer hydrogel didn’t flow at all immediately after the heat treatment of micelle
solutions, which is promising for a robust injectable gel. The mechanism of sol-gel
transition and mechanical strength of the resulting hydrogels is further discussed below.

10µm

Figure 2.7. Hydrogel obtained by the mixture of enantiomeric PLA-PEG-PLA from
pre-mixed copolymer (50:50% short/long PEG copolymers) micelle solutions (Mmix-L
+ Mmix-D); A SEM micrograph of the freeze-dried hydrogel (left), and a photo of the
hydrogel in a vial immediately after heat treatment above body temperature (right).

As a contrast experiment, the enantiomeric mixture from the post-mixed micelles
((Mshort+Mlong)-L and (Mshort+Mlong)-D) was investigated in same method. This stereomixture that contains different sizes of micelles did not have any unique response at any
given ratios, and behaved similarly to the major component of copolymer micelles. The
resulting hydrogels were apparently much weaker than ‘pre-mixed copolymer micelle’
gels by tilt observation. Therefore the exceptional properties of the ‘pre-mixed copolymer
micelles’ can be attributed to the unique micellar structures formed and not on the sole
presence of both block copolymers.
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Chain exchange process between micelles has been studied by researchers. Earlier,
Wang et al. studied polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) micelle chain exchange kinetics
experimentally and theoretically and raised complexity of factors.29

Lund,30,31 and

recently Bates32 reported micelle chain exchange of model block copolymers using timeresolved SANS technique. Although factors of chain exchange kinetics have not reached
conclusion from those studies, it is believed that the micelle core plays a key role, such as
distribution of core block lengths, interactions between core block segments and solvent,
and core block mobility. The chain exchange kinetics of our system, Mshort, Mlong, and
Mmix (pre-mixed) is unknown at this point, and may not be directly corresponding to the
sol-gel phase behavior. However, difference of phase behavior between stereo-blend of
pre-mixed micelles and that of post-mixed micelles will be based on kinetics and
thermodynamics of original micelle core dynamics that will need to be further
investigated. Another significant effect we believe is the core stability change after chain
exchange occurs. As our triblock copolymer forms bridges between micelles by chain
exchange, the formation of stable stereocomplex crystals is essential driving force of this
hydrogel.
Crystallization of Hydrogels. As depicted in Figure 2.4, the typical stereomixture gelation for (Mshort) and (Mlong) micelles proceeds through the
stereocomplexation between the PLLA and PDLA segments after chain exchange
between micelles occurs.14 At some particular temperature polymer mobility in the
micelle increases, and PLA blocks start to exchange between the micelles. PEG act as a
physical crosslinker to establish hydrogel network. Although chain exchange occurs for
PLLA-PEG-PLLA micelles, single micelle solutions do not exhibit sol-to-gel transition at
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any given concentrations and temperature. As DSC results agreed with literatures,
stereocomplex formation is favored than homo-crystals formation in terms of limitation
of chain length. Additionally, it has been reported that critical concentration and critical
temperature of stereocomplex formation are lower than homo-crystals.

Figure 2.8. (a) WAXS profile for (Mshort-L) micelle (I), (Mshort-L + Mshort-D) 50/50%
mixture at 10°C (II), 50°C (III), 80°C (IV). (b) WAXS profile for (Mmix-L) micelle (V),
(Mmix-L + Mmix-D) 50/50% mixture at 10°C (VI), 50°C (VII), 80°C (VIII). (H) and (S)
represent homopolymer crystal and stereocomplex crystal, respectively.
Copolymer compositions in each micelle are Mshort-L: L11E45L11 (800-2000-800); MshortD: D11E45D11 (800-2000-800); Mmix-L: L11E45L11 (800-2000-800) + L11E76L11 (8003350-800), 50/50wt%; and Mmix-D: D11E45D11 (800-2000-800) + D11E76D11 (800-3350800), 50/50wt%.

The crystallization of these types of triblock copolymers has been studied using
wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns. Enantiomeric PLLA and PDLA are both
crystallizable in an orthorhombic or pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell with a 103 helical
conformation (α-form). It has been reported that a racemic mixture forms the
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stereocomplex between the PLLA and PDLA by alternate packing of β-form 31-helices of
the opposite absolute configuration (left- and right-handed, respectively) side by side
with van der Waals contact.33,34 The homopolymer crystal of PLLA or PDLA displays the
XRD diffraction peaks at 2θ = 17° and 19°, while the stereocomplex crystal of the stereomixture shows the diffraction peaks at 2θ = 12° and 21°. The triblock copolymer
hydrogels generated from (Mshort) and (Mlong) give comparable diffraction peaks. The
diffraction spectra in Figure 2.8a show the XRD profile for (Mshort) micelle and
hydrogels. The diffraction spectra (I) for the (Mshort) micelle shows PLLA homo-crystal
peaks at 2θ = 17° and 19°, as well as crystalline PEG at 2θ = 19° (overlapped with PLLA
peak) and 23°. The diffraction at 2θ = 19° is primarily from PEG, therefore the peak at 2θ
= 17° will be used to monitor PLLA or PDLA homo-crystal changes. The diffraction
spectra (Figure 2.8a, II-IV) show stereocomplex peaks at 2θ = 12° and 21°. Both peaks
are shown to increase as temperature increases, indicating continued chain exchange
which leads to increased interaction between PLLA and PDLA segments. The peak at 2θ
= 17° for the homo-crystal of PLLA or PDLA blocks is shown to decrease as the
stereocomplex crystal is increasing.
It is proposed that the new micellar systems comprised of mixed sized copolymers
form hydrogels through the same stereocomplexation mechanism as described above.
Figure 2.8b shows the XRD profiles for the mixed copolymer micelles and resulting
hydrogel.

The

diffraction

spectrum

(V)

for

(Mmix-L)

micelle

(L11E45L11/L11E76L11=50/50), shows the PLLA homo-crystal and crystalline PEG
diffraction peaks equivalent to Figure 2.8a (I). The diffraction spectra (VI-VIII) for the
racemic mixture (Mmix-L(50%) + Mmix-D(50%)) taken at varying temperatures show
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stereocomplex crystal diffraction peaks at 2θ = 12° and 21°. Chain exchange between the
(Mmix-L and Mmix-D) micelles is shown to occur as low as 10°C, however as shown in
the phase diagram in Figure 2.6, sol-gel transition for the racemic mixture of
L11E45L11/L11E76L11 = 50/50 pre-mixed copolymer micelles and corresponding D
copolymer micelles was not observed until around 40°C. The stereocomplex peaks are
shown to increase and the PLLA or PDLA homo-crystal peaks to decrease as temperature
rises. In parallel to the (Mshort) hydrogels in Figure 2.8a, chain exchange between the
(Mmix-L) and (Mmix-D) micelle followed by stereocomplexation is also the driving factor
for cross-linking and hydrogel formation in the mixed copolymer systems.
Mechanical Properties of Hydrogels. Mechanical properties of these hydrogels
were characterized by Rheology. Figure 2.9 shows the storage modulus (G’) and loss
modulus (G”) of the stereocomplexed hydrogels as a function of frequency (Hz) at 37°C.
The racemic micelle mixture of short PEG copolymers (Mshort-L + Mshort-D) showed the
lowest mechanical modulus (square). Both G’ and G” are less frequency dependant,
which means this hydrogel is stable even though it is the weakest. This is reasonable that
the short PEG micelles turns to gel immediately after mixing of L and D at any condition
higher than 8% concentration. The micellar blend of the longer PEG copolymers (MlongL + Mlong-D) showed modest mechanical strength (triangle). Initial higher values of G”
explain the fluid-like characteristic of this hydrogel, however, upon further
stereocomplexation, both moduli become stable. The racemic mixture of ‘mixed
copolymer micelles’ (Mmix-L + Mmix-D) exhibited the highest mechanical strength as the
storage modulus immediately reached about 6000Pa (diamond). The higher value of G’
indicates that this ‘mixed copolymer micelle’ hydrogel possesses a more solid-like, rigid
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micro-structure. The loss modulus (G”) showed unstable profile at relatively lower
frequency, which was reproducible for this particular hydrogel. This result indicates
chain exchange and structural reorganization occur in different way from single size
copolymer hydrogel. The mechanical strength of this gel is a great improvement from the
originally reported stereocomplexed PLA-PEG-PLA thermo-responsive hydrogel (ca.
1000Pa).14

Figure 2.9. The plots of storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) as a function of
frequency at 37°C for 1:1 stereo-mixture of micelle solutions: (closed diamond) G’ of
(Mmix-L + Mmix-D); (open diamond) G” of (Mmix-L + Mmix-D); (closed triangle) G’ of
(Mlong-L + Mlong-D); (open triangle) G” of (Mlong-L + Mlong-D); (closed square) G’ of
(Mshort-L + Mshort-D); (open square) G” of (Mshort-L + Mshort-D). Concentration of
micelles; Mmix: 20%, Mlong: 20%, and Mshort: 15%.
Copolymer composition in each micelle are Mmix-L: L11E45L11 (800-2000-800) +
L11E76L11 (800-3350-800), 50/50wt%; Mmix-D: D11E45D11 (800-2000-800) + D11E76D11
(800-3350-800), 50/50wt%; Mlong-L: L11E76L11 (800-3350-800); Mlong-D: D11E76D11
(800-3350-800); Mshort-L: L11E45L11 (800-2000-800); Mshort-D: D11E45D11 (800-2000800).
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Figure 2.10. The plots of storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) as a function of
frequency at 37°C for 1:1 stereo-mixture of micelle solutions: (closed diamond) G’ of
(Mmix-L + Mmix-D); (open diamond) G” of (Mmix-L + Mmix-D); (closed triangle) G’ of
((Mshort+Mlong)-L and (Mshort+Mlong)-D); (open triangle) G” of ((Mshort+Mlong)-L and
(Mshort+Mlong)-D). Concentration of micelles: 20%.
Polymer compositions in each micelle are Mmix-L: L11E45L11 (800-2000-800) +
L11E76L11 (800-3350-800), 50/50wt%; Mmix-D: D11E45D11 (800-2000-800) + D11E76D11
(800-3350-800), 50/50wt%; (Mshort+Mlong)-L: L11E45L11 (800-2000-800) + L11E76L11
(800-3350-800), 50/50wt%; (Mshort+Mlong)-D: D11E45D11 (800-2000-800) + D11E76D11
(800-3350-800), 50/50wt%.

Alternatively Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of the moduli (G’ and G”) of
racemic mixture of ‘pre-mixed copolymer’ micelles (Mmix-L + Mmix-D) (diamond) and
post-mixed micelles ((Mshort+Mlong)-L + (Mshort+Mlong)-D) (triangle). The post-mixed
micelle hydrogel consists of two different sizes of micelles (50:50wt%), and shows
similar rheological behavior to the (Mshort-L + Mshort-D) micelles shown in Figure 2.10
as both G’ and G” are low values and frequency independent. Although polymer
composition of these two mixtures in Figure 2.10 are exactly same, the post-mixture of
different sizes micelles does not show a high mechanical strength (ca. 2000 Pa) compared
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to the pre-mixed copolymer micelles (diamond, ca. 6000 Pa). The difference of ‘premixed copolymer micelle’ and ‘post-mixed micelle’ was also clearly seen for the sol-gel
phase transition behavior (vide supra).
Furthermore, the stress sweep of this ‘pre-mixed copolymer micelle’ gel (Mmix-L
+ Mmix-D) was examined at various temperatures to establish the linear viscoelastic
region which is a characteristic of a gel material. The racemic mixture (50:50 wt%) of
‘mixed copolymer micelle’ solutions at concentration 20% turns to gel at lower
temperature than the 10% solution shown in phase diagram in Figure 2.6. As seen in
Figure 2.11, there was no stress-hardening or weakening observed for this hydrogel. It is
observable that the complete destruction of the gel structure (cross-over of G´ and G´´
plots) occurs at oscillatory stress values about 100 Pa at 37°C, and higher than 100 Pa at
room temperature. The Rheology results in this study support that the unique ‘mixed
copolymer micelle’ structure offers additional factors on gelation mechanism and/or the
network structure towards a controlled thermo-responsive and robust hydrogel system.
Biodegradability and drug loading and release studies of new hydrogels from premixed copolymer hybrid micelles are underway.
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Figure 2.11. Stress sweep modulus profiles of the ‘pre-mixed copolymer micelle’
hydrogel (Mmix-L + Mmix-D, 50:50 wt%) with 20% concentration measured at 25ºC,
37ºC, 42ºC, and 50ºC.

2.4 CONCLUSION
The properties of PLA-PEG-PLA micelles and hydrogels were shown to change
in response to variations of PEG block length and micellar structures. A unique micelle
structure comprising of two different sizes of hydrophilic corona blocks was achieved
from PLA-PEG-PLA triblock copolymers. Hydrogels prepared form the racemic mixture
of these micelles can be tailored to have sol-gel transition at desired temperature by
simply adjusting the copolymer ratio. These mixed copolymer micelles have
physiologically relevant thermo-responsive properties and improved mechanical strength,
which can be used as a promising injectable thermo-sensitive hydrogels. As a solely
physical network governed by self-reorganization of biodegradable micelles, this new
system will be of great interest to both biomaterials and theoretical gel studies. Detailed
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gelation mechanism, thermodynamics, and physical properties of the unique ‘mixed
copolymer’ micelles will be further investigated in future studies.
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Chapter 3
3.1 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The work described in this thesis focused on the preparation of injectable, robust
hydrogels from triblock copolymer composed of the biodegradable poly (lactide) and
biocompatible poly (ethylene glycol). The hydrogel was formed from the solution upon
heating from room temperature to body temperature with controlled manner. Chapter 2
described the synthesis, preparation, and properties of robust stereocomplexed PLAPEG-PLA hydrogels. The triblock copolymers synthesized contained an average poly
(lactide) molecular weight of 800 which corresponds to lactate repeating unit of ~11. The
PLA length was precisely controlled in order to selectively form the stereocomplex
crystal instead of the homopolymer crystal. Furthermore, mixtures of copolymers with
different poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) length lead to the formation of micelles with
unique properties. The resulting hydrogels of these unique micelles were robust and
showed a linear response in sol-gel transition as a function of PEG ratio. Furthermore, the
mechanical strength of these hydrogels greatly surpasses that previously reported.
With scientific point of view, the key to this controllable sol-to-gel transition was
considered to be thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the hybrid micelles from two
block copolymers. Although the mechanism of gelation was confirmed to occur by
stereocomplexation through X-ray diffraction experiments, further theoretical and
experimental studies on new types of hybrid micelles are needed to fully understand the
system. For instance, chain mobility in micelle core, chain exchange kinetics, and
crosslinked structures with respect to key parameters (copolymer structure, size,
temperature, and concentration) will be of interest for future studies. Degradation and
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drug encapsulation studies coupled with in-vitro and in-vivo animal model studies are
needed to evaluate the potential applicability of this system for drug delivery system.
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Appendix A

Figure-1: DSC spectra of PLLA-PEG-PLLA block copolymer with PLLA having
~7 lactic acid repeating units. The sample underwent an initial scan to erase the
crystallization history and to become homogenous and a second scan to analyze
its thermal properties. (a) Shows the 1st and 2nd scan for the block copolymer. The
1st scan was performed from 0°C to 190°C and after cooling at 100K/min using
liquid nitrogen, the 2nd scan was collected again from 0°C to 190°C. PEG crystal
peaks are shown for both scans appearing at ~40-50°C. The PEG crystal peaks
decrease in intensity and shift slightly to the left during the 2nd scan. (b) Shows
the 2nd scan, particularly in the region where PLLA homocrystal typical appears.
Although pure PLLA has a crystal melting temperature of ~170°C,
copolymerization with PEG is expected to decrease its melting temperature. No
PLLA homocrystal peaks are detected.
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Figure-2: DSC spectra of PLLA-PEG-PLLA block copolymer with PLLA having
~11 lactic acid repeating units. The sample underwent an initial scan to erase the
crystallization history and to become homogenous and a second scan to analyze
its thermal properties. (a) Shows the 1st and 2nd scan for the block copolymer. The
1st scan was performed from 0°C to 190°C and after cooling at 100K/min using
liquid nitrogen, the 2nd scan was collected again from 0°C to 190°C. PEG crystal
peaks are shown for both scans appearing at ~40-50°C. The PEG crystal peaks
decrease in intensity and shift slightly to the left during the 2nd scan. (b) Shows
the 2nd scan, particularly in the region where PLLA homocrystal typical appears.
Although pure PLLA has a crystal melting temperature of ~170°C,
copolymerization with PEG is expected to decrease its melting temperature. No
PLLA homocrystal peaks are detected.
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Figure-3: DSC spectra of PLLA-PEG-PLLA block copolymer with PLLA having
~11 lactic acid repeating units. The sample underwent an initial scan to erase the
crystallization history and to become homogenous and a second scan to analyze
its thermal properties. (a) Shows the 1st and 2nd scan for the block copolymer. The
1st scan was performed from 0°C to 190°C and after cooling at 100K/min using
liquid nitrogen, the 2nd scan was collected again from 0°C to 190°C. PEG crystal
peaks are shown for both scans appearing at ~40-50°C. The PEG crystal peaks
decrease in intensity and shift slightly to the left during the 2nd scan. (b) Shows
the 2nd scan, particularly in the region where PLLA homocrystal typical appears.
Although pure PLLA has a crystal melting temperature of ~170°C,
copolymerization with PEG is expected to decrease its melting temperature.
PLLA crystal peaks are detected with peak-top at 117°C.
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Figure-4: DSC spectra of (50:50) PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA
blend, having ~7 lactic acid repeating units. The sample underwent an initial scan
to erase the crystallization history and to become homogenous and a second scan
to analyze its thermal properties. (a) Shows the 1st and 2nd scan for the block
copolymer. The 1st scan was performed from 0°C to 240°C and after cooling at
100K/min using liquid nitrogen; the 2nd scan was collected again from 0°C to
240°C. PEG crystal peaks are shown for both scans appearing at ~40-50°C. The
PEG crystal peaks decrease in intensity and shift slightly to the left during the 2nd
scan. (b) Shows the 2nd scan, particularly in the region where the homocrystal and
stereocomplexed crystal typical appears. Neither homocrystal nor
stereocomplexed crystal formation are detected. PLA needs above 7 repeating
units to form a stereocomplex crystal.
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Figure-5: DSC spectra of (50:50) PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA
blend, having ~11 lactic acid repeating units. The sample underwent an initial
scan to erase the crystallization history and to become homogenous and a second
scan to analyze its thermal properties. (a) Shows the 1st and 2nd scan for the block
copolymer. The 1st scan was performed from 0°C to 240°C and after cooling at
100K/min using liquid nitrogen; the 2nd scan was collected again from 0°C to
240°C. PEG crystal peaks are shown for both scans appearing at ~40-50°C. The
PEG crystal peaks decrease in intensity and shift slightly to the left during the 2nd
scan. (b) Shows the 2nd scan, particularly in the region where the homocrystal and
stereocomplexed crystal typical appears. Stereocomplexed crystal formation is
detected with peak-top at 131.9°C and no homocrystal. Stereocomplexed crystal
is preferentially formed with repeating lactic acid units of <11.
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Figure-6: DSC spectra of (50:50) PLLA-PEG-PLLA and PDLA-PEG-PDLA
blend, having ~11 lactic acid repeating units. The sample underwent an initial
scan to erase the crystallization history and to become homogenous and a second
scan to analyze its thermal properties. (a) Shows the 1st and 2nd scan for the block
copolymer. The 1st scan was performed from 0°C to 240°C and after cooling at
100K/min using liquid nitrogen; the 2nd scan was collected again from 0°C to
240°C. PEG crystal peaks are shown for both scans appearing at ~40-50°C. The
PEG crystal peaks decrease in intensity and shift slightly to the left during the 2nd
scan. (b) Shows the 2nd scan, particularly in the region where the homocrystal and
stereocomplexed crystal typical appears. Stereocomplexed crystal formation is
detected with peak-top at 155.7°C and no homocrystal. Stereocomplexed crystal
is preferentially formed with repeating lactic acid units of <11.
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Appendix B

Figure-7: GPC spectra of different molecular weight synthesized copolymer. (a)
Shows the PEG-diol macroinitiator used for lactide ROP with an average Mw of
2089 (blue curve). The two triblock copolymers elute at an earlier time that the
PEG-diol macroinitiator indicating an increase in Mw. The PLLA-PEG-PLLA
(red curve) and PDLA-PEG-PDLA (green curve) with theoretical Mw of 3600 Da
give Mw of 3695 and 4023 Da respectively. (b) Shows the PEG-diol
macroinitiator with an Mw of 3635 used for lactide ROP. The two triblock
copolymers elute at an earlier time that the PEG-diol macroinitiator indicating an
increase in Mw. The PLLA-PEG-PLLA (red curve) and PDLA-PEG-PDLA
(green curve) with theoretical Mw of 4950 Da give Mw of 6634 and 6549 Da
respectively.
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Appendix C

Figure-8: DLS spectra of the tri-block copolymers with different PEG Mw. The
copolymers with PEG Mw of 2000 show a hydrodynamic size of ~60nm while
the copolymers with PEG Mw of 3350 show a hydrodynamic size of ~40nm. The
copolymers with longer PEG form larger micelles due to less steric interference of
the smaller corona compared to the longer PEG which would cause steric
interference resulting in decreased number of chain aggregation leading to smaller
size.
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Figure-9: DLS spectra of pre-mixed copolymers and comparison with
homopolymer micelles. (a) Shows the pre-mixed copolymer with short-PEG ratio
of 40, 40, 60, and 70% have hydrodynamic sizes which are between the two
homopolymer micelles composed of 100% short-PEG or 100% long-PEG
copolymers. (b) Shows the pre-mixed copolymers with short-PEG ratio of 10, 20,
50, 80 and 90% to have hydrodynamic sizes which are larger than either
homopolymer micelle.
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